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 photo mural graphic panels

Lambda Flex w/Laminates — Includes Clips And Magnets

Main Panels End Cap Panels

READY TO HANG
Lambda flex with 5 mil* front and 10 mil white opaque back laminate.

READY TO HANG
Lambda flex with 5 mil* front and 3 mil gloss back laminate.

*Available as textured, gloss, or matte.

KMG provides panels for numerous display systems. They are 
produced using the highest quality materials and workmanship 
and include all the required clips and magnets.

Exceptional Quality

Each panel is printed on Lambda flex to ensure optimal image 
quality. For maximum durability panels are encapsulated with a 5 mil 
face and 10 mil white opaque back.

Lambda flex includes an unconditional replacement 
guarantee on workmanship and delamination.

Unbeatable Service

You will work directly with a knowledgeable Project Manager or 
KMG principal who is dedicated to your company -- that is why KMG 
is known for exceptional service and boasts one hundred percent 
client retention.

Supported Display Systems

Abex, Skyline, Nomadic, Pro Displays, Intex, and more…
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 Photo Fabric™

Note: All available Flame Retardant.

Photo Fabric™ Photo Fabric™ Large Photo Fabric™ Grand

Print Width Up to 52"w Up to 96"w Up to 120"w

Stock Fabrics Poplin Satin Poly Duck Dacron Voile Duet

Moss Knit Fabric Mesh Oxford Suede Moss Green Knit And More…

Special Event: Poplin

Retractable Banner Stand: 
Poly Duck Outdoor Signage: Dacron

P.O.P.: Poly Duck

Trade Show: Moss Knit Environmental Graphics: Satin

KMG has long been associated with an industry pioneer of 
digital sublimation printing. During that time, we have provided 
the most reliable service and highest quality fabric prints 
available. With our access to a range of equipment and Photo 
Fabric™ technology, there is no one with a greater combination 
of capacity, knowledge, and fabric solutions.

Photo Fabric™ is a unique method for printing photo realistic prints on fabric using cutting edge digital printing technology. We offer three different options, depending on your 
width and project requirements.

Unequaled Capacity

KMG production resources have been long time leaders in fabric 
sublimation accruing more printing and finishing capacity than anyone 
else in the industry.

Exceptional Quality

Our Photo Fabric™ images have exquisite detail and resolution; 
providing the richest and most vibrant colors available, anchored by 
the deepest dye-sub black in the industry.

Multiple Options

With material ranging from a sheer Voile to a heavy Poly Duck, and 
custom finishing options, KMG provides you with the options needed 
to create any look and feel.

Unbeatable Service

You will work directly with a knowledgeable Project Manager or 
KMG principal who is dedicated to your company -- that is why KMG 
is known for exceptional service and boasts one hundred percent 
client retention.
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 digital offset

In Store: Poplin

Retail: Celtic Cloth P.O.P.: Poly Duck

P.O.S.: Satin

Outdoor Signage: Dacron

Requirements Digital Offset Digital Offset Grand

Quantity Minimum of 50 qty. per design Minimum of 20 qty. per design

Size
Min. Size: 3 sq. ft.
Max. Size: 4' x 10'

Min. Size: width & height both greater than 4 ft.
Max. Size: 10' x 30'

Stock Fabrics

Note: All available Flame 
Retardant.

Poplin Fabric Mesh Engineered Fabrics And More…

Poly Duck Oxford Satin

Dacron Suede Moss Knit

Satin Knit Remay Serenity

Voile Moss Green Knit Moss Green Knit

Duet Satin Voile

Moss Knit And More… Oxford

Proofs
Proofs can be shipped the day after receiving approved art.
Digital Offset and Digital Offset Grand allow for unlimited proofs. Ask your Project Service Manager for details.

Digital Offset printing is a unique low cost method for producing 
superior quality fabric graphics. Our customized equipment 
allows for as few as 20 banners to be produced at pricing 
comparable to larger volume runs. With our extensive selection 
of fabrics and ability to color manage individual elements of an 
image you are assured unrivaled options and accuracy.

Digital Offset printing is a unique low cost method for producing superior quality fabric graphics. KMG offers two different options, depending on your requirements.

Low Prices & High Quality

With customized Digital Offset equipment, you can now get the 
quality of offset sublimation with the low pricing of screen printing.

Quick Turn Time

Our unequaled capacity allows us to produce 160 2' x 3' banners in 
as quickly as 4 days without compromising quality.

Wide Selection

We offer over 10 different stock fabrics, ranging from a heavy 
durable Poly Duck to a sheer flowing Voile. All stock materials are 
available in certified flame retardant.

Exceptional Color

With access to exclusive sublimation technology, we are able to 
produce fabric graphics that are vibrant in color and true to your 
original art. Our exceptional color management techniques allow us to 
isolate and adjust specific elements of a file.
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 Photo Flag™

*Amount of bleed through will vary depending on color(s).

Front Back
Open Weave Fabric Closed Weave Fabric

Photo Flag™ technology is a breakthrough digital print process 
that causes graphics to bleed through the fabric, allowing them 
to be seen from both sides.* It is the perfect solution for flags, 
street pole banners, outdoor events, indoor displays, and 
anywhere else a double-sided graphic is needed.

Exceptional Double-Sided Quality

Graphics printed with Photo Flag™ technology have excellent detail 
and smoothness as well as rich vibrant colors on both sides of the 
fabric. Choose between an open weave fabric for minimal wind 
resistance or a closed weave fabric for optimal detail.

Value

Photo Flag™ uses proprietary technology to economically print 
double-sided graphics up to 120" wide, even in low quantities.

Quick Turn Time

Our unequaled capacity allows us to produce jobs quickly without 
compromising quality.
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 Engineered Fabric™

NLine™

Luminents™ Interlock™ Octanorm®

Milos™

KMG understands that when fabric graphics are being 
used with fixed hardware displays such as truss, 
extrusions, or pop-up systems, the finishing 
requirements need to be very precise. In order to meet 
the exacting demands of these projects, a design 
engineer reviews each job to ensure that fabric 
selection, sizing, stretch factors, attachment methods 
and all other technical aspects are met. We have 
several different Engineered Fabric options to assure 
the best fit and look for your various structure needs.

Expertise

Exclusive substrates, unique methods for attaching graphics, and technical 
knowledge of multiple hardware systems enables KMG to offer a variety of 
engineered graphic solutions to fit the needs of your project.

Unbeatable Service

You will work directly with a knowledgeable Project Manager or 
KMG principal whois dedicated to your company -- that is why KMG is known 
for exceptional service and boasts one hundred percent client retention.

Exceptional Quality

Engineered Fabric graphics have exceptional detail and smoothness as well as 
rich, vibrant colors.

Supported Systems

NLine™, Milos™, Octanorm®, Interlock™, Agam™, Luminents™, and more…
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 photographic/lambda

Environmental Graphic: Paper 2nd Surface Mounted to Acrylic

P.O.S.: Gloss Paper
Special Event: Matte Paper Mounted to  
3/16" Gator Foam Trade Show: Flex w/5 mil Textured Front & 10 mil White Opaque Back

In Store: Backlit Trans

Substrates Laminates Rigids

Gloss Paper 3 mil Gloss, Matte & Textured Gator Board

Matte Paper 5 mil Gloss, Matte & Textured Fome-Cor

Flex 10 mil Gloss & Matte Sintra

Trans 10 mil White Opaque Clear Acrylic

Clear Mounting Adhesive And More…

And More… And More…

KMG provides the highest quality continuous tone prints using 
state-of-the-art Lambda photographic equipment. We also 
offer lamination and offer a large selection of rigids and 
adhesives. When you need brilliant graphics for trade shows or 
point-of-purchase, Lambda offers unbeatable quality.

Exceptional Quality

Lambda prints provide rich vibrant colors as well as exquisite 
brilliance, resolution, and detail.

Numerous Choices

KMG offers an extensive range of substrates, laminates, and rigids 
giving you maximum flexibility and options.

Unbeatable Service

You will work directly with a knowledgeable Project Manager or 
KMG principal who is dedicated to your company -- that is why KMG 
is known for exceptional service and boasts one hundred percent 
client retention.
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 large format/vinyl & paper

Stock Substrates

Smooth Adhesive (Permanent & Removable) Backlit

Reinforced (Gloss & Matte) Static Cling (White and Clear) Poster Paper

Mesh Perforated And More…

* All available Flame Retardant.

Outdoor Banners: 13 oz Reinforced VinylLight Pole Banners: 18 oz Reinforced Vinyl

Building Wrap: Removable Adhesive Vinyl

P.O.P.: 6 mil Poster Paper

Environmental Graphics: Backlit Adhesive Vinyl 
Mounted to Acrylic

Retail Graphics: 13 oz Smooth Vinyl

Large Format graphics have vibrant colors and excellent UV 
durability. With the ability to print up to 120" wide and a variety of 
durable substrates, large format graphics are ideal for outdoor use, 
special events, POP displays or when you simply need it big.

High Quality

KMG uses the most up to date technology and provides the highest 
quality prints available.

Numerous Choices

KMG offers an extensive range of substrates including: smooth vinyl, 
reinforced vinyl, mesh vinyl, adhesive vinyl, and more.

Unbeatable Service

You will work directly with a knowledgeable Project Manager or 
KMG principal who is dedicated to your company -- that is why KMG 
is known for exceptional service and boasts one hundred percent 
client retention.
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